
Fashion Show:
*French or Spanish?
*Details of project-

-12 pictures
1.  I 
2.  you (informal)  *Family, Friend, someone your age or younger
3.  he
4.  she
5.  you (formal) *Needs to be an adult, authority or stranger
6.  who
7.  it-lo or la *Dress up an object, get the word for that object from me
8.  We (boys or mixed)
9.  We (girls)
10. They (boys or mixed)
11. They (girls)
12. You (formal-large group) *More than one person.  Do not need to be older.

-Script
12 sentences-matching each of the above pictures.
15 different clothing words.
6 sentences require use of color.
Correct usage of un and una.

 

http://dc-gspanish.yolasite.com/fashion-shows.php


Fashion Show:
*Pick Partners-Pick someone...

…who wants the same language as you.
…you can work with outside of class easily.  (study hall, after school, live in the same 
town-neighborhood, parents willing to take you to their house)...etc
...you can work well with.
...who will leave you to do all of the work, or will do all of the work for you.
...so at least one person in your team has access to a computer at home or access to one. 

CONSIDER THESE THINGS:
-It’s easier to have a group with guys and girls.  (for the we, they, he and she pictures)
-You can work in a team of 2 or 3, but it will be a lot more work.
-Best group size is 4.
-NO GROUP larger than 5!

http://dc-gspanish.yolasite.com/fashion-shows.php


*Write your team names down on a notecard and turn 
it into me. I will give you your rubric and script sheet.

*Begin planning/writing your script.
-Record who will be starring in the 12 pictures.  Write in English what they are going to 
be wearing.  (Bring all items you’ll be wearing Tuesday and leave them here until the 
project is completed.)  Check-Do you have 15 different items?  Does every team member 
have an equal part?

-Record who will speak for each of the 12 pictures.  Check-If it is the I picture is the 
person in the picture speaking.  If it is he, is someone outside of the picture speaking.  If 
it is a we picture is someone in the picture or all people in the picture speaking?  Check 
this for all pictures.  Does every team member have an equal part in speaking?

-Write what will be said.  Type them.  Turn them in.  Make corrections on them.  DUE 
FRIDAY!

-Take 12 pictures and 1 team picture.  Create a Picle account.  Take pictures.  Put 
pictures in correct order.

-Practice speaking sentences.  Record sentences.


